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QwtiOft 1:<rrueor fJ!alse (anti wRy?)
(a) The number of the cylinders is greater than the number of tracks in any surface (
(b) All programs can be programmed in a multi-threaded manner. (
(c) Each process must have a process control block (PCS) in memory. (
(d) Data re.iiability is to keep data safe from human attacks. (
(e) FCFS is suitable for real time OS. (
(f) RR is suitable for time sharing systems. (
(g) Contiguous file allocation method suffers from external fragmentations. (

Q.uestitm2: f£xp1iJin.wliy? (Vse tlie minimum wOftfs)
(a) SJF CPU scheduling may suffer from starvation.
(b) The performance of RR depends heavily on the value of quantum time.
(c) RR is a preemptive circular FCFS.
(d) The minimum unit of data transfer is a block, while the smallest storage unit is a sector.
(e) It is difficult to map from block address to sector address.

Qyestion 3: r£v1fain how? .
(a) To map from logical block address to physical sector address.
(b) 110 devices connected to memory and CPU (use figures to explain your answer).
(c) To Accelerating Disk Access.

Qystitm 4: f£xpfain what?
(a) Is meant by interrupt.
(b) Is meant by instruction cycle (Give your answer as a figure showing the details of

the instruction cycle).
~itm. 5: f£xpfain wlienl

(a) Kernel runs the short term scheduler.
(b) Priority scheduling becomes identical to FCFS.
(c) SSTF disk scheduling suffers from starvation.
(d) A program becomes a process.
(e) The TAT of a process equals process execution time.

Q.uestion 6: Consider the following set of processes (burst time given in milliseconds)
assuming a system call takes place at time t=22.
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(a) Draw the Gant chart illustrates the execution of these processes.
(b) Calculate TAT and WT for each process, then calculate AWT for all processes.
(c) Calculate the number of context switches.
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Qyestion 7: <DrawtIie.aenera{ structtWe of tli8 memory unit, t1ien:
(a) Specify the size of AR and OR.
(f) Explain the different memory operations.
(g) Draw the general structure of 128*5 memory. 10 Marks

Question 8: ~f4in tfte main atforence 6etween
multi-threading and mUlti-programming, then: .

(a) Explain how multi-threading adds flexibility when
executing a process with long sub-tasks assuming a
process with three sub-tasks(25 ms, 3 ms, and 2 ms)
assuming the scheduling algorithm is RR and the
process gain 6 ms in each CPU cycle.

(b) Write the code for the clock thread shown in figure 1.

10 Marks 81 82
Question 9: Vse fitJu,es !1Yh to:

(a) Explain how a file stored in blocks (141,452,378,675) using FAT.
(b) Show the internal structure of 4*3 RAM, show how binary cells are connected

together.
Ready queue and input queue.
The internal structure of the disk sector.
How to use ACL to protect your data.
Different process states.
A block diagram showing the internal structure of the disk, then show how to
choose the best scheduling technique.

Figure 1
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(g)

Q.uMtion 10: In multi-fever ~ sclietf_ with feedback using the shown 3
queues (Note: 03 uses SJF as a scheduling algorithm). Show how to schedule the shown
processes in figure 2.
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-:ProeeS'~::f ~EfurstJ'irne.t' ''''Ar("iV:al'nmelj
1'1 12 0
P2 25 11
P3 45 21
1'4 4 30
Ps 2 37
P6 31 41

Input 2 01=10
process

E002 = 20

03 = SJF

Figure 2

End of Questions --------------------

With Best Wisbes _ © _ Or:Abmed Saleb

P11 send vour comments about thl exam to: alsaleb@Vahoo.com
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